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Statement by Voyu Yakumangana of Tsou National Council, Dapangu Community of 

Ali-Shan, member of ATIPP, Speaking on Item 4, Indigenous Peoples and Their Right 

to Development 

Madame Chairperson: 

Tsou language: "yokeoasu na mansonsou mu acuhuu maitan 'e, coveoza no hamo 
a to " 

1 bring greeting in my traditional Tsou language. My name is Voyu Yakumangana, 

and I represent the indigenous Tsou people of Dapangu community of Ali-Shan. 

Our people face the same difficulties as many indigenous communities around the 
world. As we are governed by a colonial state-government, the loss of land, 
language and culture have always been the most important issues. Our traditional 
territories, which encompass mountains, forest, minerals, water and natural resources 
are invaded and exploited by state-government in the name of the "Development". 
The state-government also denies indigenous peoples of our land title, and make 
illegitimate transfer of the land deeds to business groups and non-indigenous peoples. 

The development programs are often implemented without the informed consent of 
the indigenous peoples. Many mining companies obtained mining lease on the 
ancestral land of indigenous peoples. Or in other cases, such as the 4 national parks 
and many other ecological protection areas, those indigeous peoples who originally 
lived in these areas were force to relocate. What's more, the new inhabitations are 
often unsuitable for any cultivation and economic activities. 

Our Tsou people and other indigenous peoples are under great pressure and many of 
them could barely make any living in the new environment. We were thus forced to 
move out our homeland and migrate to urban cities, work as cheap contract workers 
and have only limited resources to protect our rights to a safe and healthy working 
environment. Although the island has long been well known for her "Economic 
Miracle" where most people live in relative affluence, we, the indigenous peoples 
have always been living under a very difficult situation. 

Since 1980, there have been many indigenous resistance movements in our country, 

such as demand for self-dtermination, return of traditional homeland, protection of 
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